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ESO's new infrared camera, IRAC2, is 
equipped with a Rockwelt 256x256 pix- 
el NICMOS3 array for imaging through 
broad and narrow band filters between 
1 and 2.5 ym and a K (2.2 pm) band 
scanning Fabry Perot. A preview of 
some of its capabilities was already giv- 
en in the June 1992 Issue of the 
Messenger (68,42) where we showed a 
2.1 pm broad band image of a r = 0.2 
galaxy cluster and a narrow band 
Fe11](1.64 pm) mosaic image of the SNR 
RCW103 obtained during the first test 
on the 2.2-m telescope in May. In this 
article we give a description of the in- 
strument and its observing modes to- 
gether with performance figures derived 
from the test data and some additional 
images selected to illustrate some of its 
posslble scientific applications. 

1. Description of IRAC2 

Figure 1 is a photograph of IRAC2 
mounted on h e  F/35 Infrared adapter at 
the Cassegrain facw of the 2.2-rn tele- 
scope. The camera itself Is housed in a 
modified Oxford Instruments 4-1 liquid 
helium cryatat which is partially hidden 
by the attached motor control and de- 
tector acquisition electronics. (Although 
the MICMOS3 array has a long 
wavelength cut-off at - 2.5 pm and 
requires cooling to only -6OK using 
pumped liquid nitrogen, a He cryostat 
was selected in order to keep open the 
possibility of Installing arrays operating 
out to 5 pm In the same carnera in the 
futufk) The black una sandwiched be- 
tween the camera and the adapter 
houses the scanning Fabty Perot eta- 
lon(s) and remotely controlled exchange 
mechanism used to rotate A in front of 
the entrance window. 

Figure 2 shows the layout of the cam- 
era optics. The input doublet field lens, 
which also acts as the cryostat entrance 
window, provides for a 70-mm diameter 
(-3 arcmin.) field and reimages the te- 
lescope pupil at the cold 4.5-mm diame- 
ter cold stop just behind a 24-position 
filter wheel. The field is re-Imaged on the 
detector by one of the five remotely 
selectable objectives mounted on a 
wheel. In order to minimize flexure, the 
camera Itself is rigidly attached to the 
outer vacuum housing vla glass thermal 
Isolators and the optics and detector 
mount are cooled via thermal connec- 
tions to the inner tadlation shield and 

inner cryogen tank respectively. Figure 3 
is a photograph of the cooled optical 
assembly showing the filter wheel on the 
left and, on the right, the objective wheel 
which is largely hidden by the detector 
mount. 

The NICMOS3 array is a hybrid device 
consisting of a HgCdTe diode array 
bonded via indium bumps to a multi- 

plexer which is structured in four quad- 
rants having separate output amplifiers. 
It is controlled and read by a programm- 
able, VME-based, detector controller 
whi~h has been developed in Garching 
and contains four AID converters allow- 
ing simultaneous reading of the four 
quadrants. This system also contains a 
Motorola 68030 processor which runs 

Figure 1: IRAC2 mounted an the F/55 adsptw at the 2.2-rn telscope. 



F I ~  2: CrpticaI layout of the camera. Tms inpul doublet covers a 70-mm (3-mm.) diameter Hlferd and acts both as fhe hld lehs and the 
c-t wlndow. A 24 pdsrtion flm wheal (not show??) is h t e d  in bnt of the caldpupl stop and the fiwe remotely interchangeable 
mounted on a whew/ behind ths pup// stop p m v h  for magniffcatima kom -0.14- i .  1 "/pixeI, 

detector pre-pmslng software under pis. The arrangement used durhg the HP370 which runs control software 
the OSg operating system. This pro- test Is shown In Flgur84 but Is pmvl- written in Basic which was developed 
c e w r  r w i v e s  command files specify- siond pending completi~n of a new originally only for laboratory testiw in 
ing the required detector set-up from standard u r n  interface and VME based Garehing. TMs wrksta8on is connected 
the instrument workstation; transmits motor control system on La Sllla. Instnr- to the instrument via CAMAC for the 
real time Images to a monitor in the msnt set-up and control is via typed motor controls, a GPlB bus for the Fabry 
c o w  room and sends images, with or mmmands and menu bars on the Perot control and ethernet fibre optics 
wlthout m-averaging, to the Instrument 
workstatton. The real time display is par- 
tlcularty useful during set-up on an ob- 
ject field as pixd values and eoordlnates 
can be measured and cut-levels set us- 
ing only the w e .  The observer can 
set& from a variety of mad-out modes 
including double and triple correlated 
and multiple nondestructive sampling. A 
novel variant of the latter mode, teeted 
In May but not yet implemented in a very 
user friendly way, also achieves partial 
seeing correction by tracking a refer- 
ence object In the field and applying a 
shift and add alg~dthm to each non- 
destructively read sub-image before so- 
lution of the error equations for the inte- 
gration ramps. At present, the minimum 
time mired to read out a full 256 x 256 
image 1s - 700 ms. A faster read-out 
muld improve the performance of #e 
real time shift and add mode and wuM 
be implementad In the future by install- 
Ing a faster pre-prooessw whlch is now 
available. 
In view of the plan to phase out the 

HP 1000 series computers on La Silla 
the user interface runs on a wolhsWon 
and MIDAS is used on-line for data stor- Figure 3: 7he c-nk optcal#wrnbfy showing tfrs Mter whml on the kft end the abjat/ve 
age, image display and quick-look and- wheel on the right Weft is WLIb hJdden by the detector m n t ,  



links to the detector pre-prmor.  Tabla I: lR4C2 chamcwwk 
There is also an FIS232 link to the 
HPIODO telescope computer which Is 
wed to step the secondary mirror dur- 
Ing f m s  exposures and to read coor- 
dinates which are w d t h  In the file 
headers. The HW30 workstation is used 
to run two parallel MIDAS -ions. One 
of them is set in the background mode 
and is used to display images (with or 
wlthout background subtraction as re- 
quested) and store them in the correct 
format while the other is available for 
Interactive image analysls using MIDAS. 
The HP370 shou Id become superfluous 
once the new user Intetface is available 
when both the control saftvvare and 
MIDAS will run on the HW30 with a 
separate XI 1 window terminal aval table 
for on-line analysis. 

2 Obsewing Modes 
IRAC2 provides for imaging at a varIe- 

ty of image scales through broad and 
narrow band filters between 1 and 
2.5 pm and a K(2.2 pm) band m i n g  
Fabry mot W o n  yiddlng R - 1 000. 

The available filters, image We6 and 
corresponding field sizes are 
summarized in Table 1. The scales A-D 
are measured values derived From im- 
ages of astrometric double stars. Al- 
though objectives D and E should pro- 
vide a drwlar 3' field limited by the 
entrance window this is slightly vignet- 
ted on two sides at present by the di- 
chroic m i m  In the F/35 adapter. For 
b r o a d h d  imaging. when badrground 
noise dominates, It is recommended in 
any case to use objective C (0.4#"/pixm) 
in general. This objective ~ R S  the high- 
est efficiency, yields the maximum 
square field and provides reasonable 
sampling under average seeing mdi- 
tions. Objective B(0.27Vplx.) can be 
used when bettar samplinglspatial reso- 
lutton Is more lrnpwtant than Reid. 

The desired observing made, filter, 
magnification and detector -em 
are set via the workstation user inter- 
face. A present, h e  standard modes are 
{i) focus QI) DC observing (staring) and 
(ill) Faby Perot scan. Chopping and 
automatic beamswitching could be im- 
plemented but are not considered par- 
ticularly useful with this array. Real time 
shift and add is more complbted to 
set-up and Is not yet available as a 
standard mode. 

For focussing on a star the focus 
mode Is used to automatically step the 
Mescope secondary mirror through a 
specifled range of p i t ions and record 
images which are displayed In a line at 
the end d the rneasument. The tieat 
focus can then be determined by 
measuring the FWHM using MIDAS and 
the secondary sei to that position. Dlf- 

ferentlal focus changes during the nigM 
due to te1escop hpmtu re  changes 
can be made uslng a ~allbrELtjon cuwe 
without needlq to repeat the star ma- 
surements. A focus shift is required 
when using the Fabry Perot. 

The DC M e  used for obsming re- 
quires little explanation. Each image is 
WTW into a separate 819 with its own 
identifier and a header which c o d m  
all the instrument and detwtor p a m w  
ters plus the time and telescope coor- 
dinates. 

In the Fabty Perot mde the required 
narrow band order isotatlng filter can be 
set manually or automatidy and both 
the filter transmission curve and the 
wavelengths corrmpondng to the dlf- 
fsrent orders displayed on the screen. 
R sequence of images can be made 
by entering a Ilst of the desired 

waveIengths which are automatically 
writfen in the file headers. 

The detector set-up Includes sdec- 
tion of the m d  mode; the on-chip inte- 
gration time PIT); the number of Integ- 
rations (NOIT) to be averaged in the pre 
process~ M o r e  transmission to the 
workstation and the number of such 
measurements to be made (cycles) and 
stbred In s e w 9  files. If In doubt, the 
read-mode sh~#Id be set to double- 
correlatd. MuMple, non-destructive, 
sampllng Is needed for the shift and add 
W e  and yields somewhat lower wad- 
noise for long measurements but invd- 
ves larger time overheads and increases 
the amplifier glow in the comers of the 
array. The main considerdons in 
selecting DIT are that It should be shM 
enough to avoid saturation (K 4 for DIT - 1 s with objective C) but long enough 
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polation/replacement using a bad pixel 
mask. 

Figure 4: Provisional cont~al set-up for the IRAM test in May. 

to achieve background limited perfor- 
mance when observing falnt sources 
(typically a few seoonds for the broad- 
band filters). Most of the test obsewa- 
tions were made using DIT = 1s for 
standard stars and 10-30s for the st- 
ence frames. The value of NDlT is a 
trade-off between the s/n ratio m each 
stored Image and the time between ob- 
ject and sky frames which should not be 
too long because of sky fluctuations. 
During the test MDlT was sdected typi- 
cally such that DlTxNDrr was 2-5 rnln 
and CYCtES - 1. In order to remove 
stars and achieve optimal sky subtrac- 
don It is, in any case, necessary to have 
several sky frames on different psi- 
tions. For the optimal removal of bad 
pixels it is also desirable to have several 
object frames on different positions. 
Pmcularly for faint source9 therfore the 
best obming procedure b to combine 
all requirements by making a serles of 
exposures at telsscope positions sepa- 
rated by 10-20 arcsac. on the sky. AIL 
frames can then be used to derive the 
mean sky with the stars ramwd and, 
after reregisteting, be combined into a 
And object image in which bad pixels 
haw been replaced with good ones 
from other framm in the stack. This 
technique was used to produce the 
galaxy duster image reproduced in the 
June 1992 Mr?ssenger. An alternative, 
used for several of the test images re- 
produced here, is to use the same o b  
ject position but different sky positions 
or, in th% limit, just single object and sky 
frames. This simpliis the data reduc- 
tion @mtlcularly the on-line quick loak 

Characteristics of the presently in- 
stalled NlCMOS3 array are surnmarimd 
in Table 2 and the overall broad band 
system performance as measured on 
the telescope is given h fable 3. 

The magnitude limits obtained in the 
broad band filters correspond to the 
background limits expected from the 
measured counts and fm longer ma-  
surement times the sin should Improve 
as 1'". In K', for example, the limit in 
20 min should be 1 9.6 mag/(ams&) 
whlk the value derived from the galaxy 
cluster Image shown in the June 
Messenger Is 19.8, 1.9. actually some- 
what better than expected but probably 
consistent within the uncertainties (e.g. 
the detector electrons/ADU conversion 
factor). 

G o d  photometry should be possible 
wkh this c m  Zero points deter- 
mined from standard stars observed 
over the 7 nlghts (when the sky was 
clear) agree to within 1-2% &ftw flat 

analysis) but means that only half the adding. The flat fields used were ob 
total time is spent on the object and bad taitwd by taking difference images of 
pixels can only be corrected within the the diffusing meen In the dome with the 
image by median filtering or pixd inter- halogen lamp on and off. This technfque 

Figure 5: K band Image of the m of the gMuk?f cIustw M15. Integmtim time was 60s 
(30x2s) on a~w andsky a d  the s& 15 ua7"lpiXal. 



Figure 0: NGC5247. K4e left panel is a smoothed K' w l c  Image; centre panel is the K' image after subtfactian of a fit to the Inner galaxy disk 
component and the right panel is an R-band image obtained by scanning the POSS Eplate. N L down and E is to the left. The infrared i m p  
have been constructed fmm four 1208 ( I  Ox 125) exposum with the O.49'Yplxd objective on each of two overlapping fie/& on th galaxy and six 
sky exposures of the same duraflon offset several arcmin. from the galaxy. Only the tram@ showing systematic differences less than 1 % were 
used and stars in the sky frames were fitfed with gaussians and m o v e d  individmUy before subfractfw, from the object frames. Smoothing 
using the MIDAS adaptive lglter technique was applied to enhence the vrtsibllity of low surface brightness features. Not8 that a spur off the 
northern spiral arm is only ~isible in the POSS U i m e  and not K' suggasting that It  is not part of the grand design density wave 1n the galaxy. 

Tabla 2: NIWW m y  dewtar chrvact&ti. 

Table 3: Ov%raII system pwfarmsrnce (dbjectlw CJ, 

Fomrat (plxek) 

Pker she 

Cut-off waverlength 

Bad pixels 

Quantum d d e n e y  

Well capaclty 

Dsrk uurrent 

Read noise 

has the advantage of cancelling any 
"dark current" pattern due to radiation 
seen through the filtws and not present 
with the dark filter. The images reduced 
so far do appear to be flat within the 
noise and, at least in the K and K' prime 
filters, are better than can be obtained 
using sky flats. This seems to be due to 
the fact that sky-dark frames contain a 
faint ring-llke structure which dis- 
appears in the object-sky Images. Its 
outer diameter lust matches the size of 
the array and b independent of magntfl- 
cation implying that it origin- In or 
close to the detectw. As yet, however, 
no convincing expbnation for this effect 
has b m  found. The 0.27"lpixel objec- 
tive also shows an additional ring which 
appears in both the sky and dome flats 
and whose origin is equalty unclear. 
These effads are typically a few per 
cent of the mean background and are 
not apparent h the reduced Images ex- 
cept In one or two cases where the 
backgmd v# id  by large amounts 
during the measurement due to clouds, 
Although appanently not significantly 
affecting the overall performance, them- 
fore, this problem still requlres further 
investigation. 

Another aspect requiring further study 
is the stability of the army response. The 
reproducibility between images and of 
the zero points derived from standard 
star observations over seven nights 
suggests that thls is not a problem over 
most of tile array area. Mosaics made 
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Figure 7:  K'image of the merging galaxy system NGC3256. The scale Figure 8: K' image 01 the Seyferf galaxy NGW783. Scale is 0.49'1 
is 0.27'/pixel and the image is the difference of single 120s (72% 10s) pixel and sky subtraction and bad pixel correclion has been made 
exposures on the galaxy and sky. using two sels of four 120s ( l 2 x  10s) exposures of the galaxy at 

different positions on the array and eight interleaved sky  frames with 
the same integration lime. 

from overlapping images ( s e ~  9.g. some instabilities at the edges cauld be rather sharply defined strip along one 
the RCW103 Image in the June present. These appear to be variations edge. Curiously, however, this effect 
MessengM, however, suggest that at th6 few % level and are confined to a appears on different, orthogonal, edges 

in the J and K bands! Pendinn further 
investigation we assume thw- are in- 
trinslc to the array 0.0. as opposed to 
variattons in the background Illumination 
which would be hard to explain). 

4. Sample Images 

A K' (2.1 pn) image of the z - 0.2 
galaxy cluster A1689 and a narrow- 
band [FelI](1.644 pm) image of the 
supernova remnant RCW103 were al- 
ready includd in the June Messenger 1 (68, 42) as examples of (i) "deep" irnag- 
ing by combining exposures made at 
slightly different telescope positions and I (i) mosaicking of images displaced by 
almost the full field respectively. Figures 
5-71 are some additional images 
selected to illustrate other possible 
modes and applications of the camera. 
As only single-object positions were 
used for most of these observations the 
bad pixels have generally been masked 
and replaced by interpolation in the 
surrounding area. Unless otherwise 
stated In the figure caption these lm- 
ages are oriented with N at the top and 
E to the left. 

' Conclusions 

J The overall measured performance of 
Figure 8: J image of the v~swfly obscured nucleus In the nmdy edge on galaxy NGC4945 lRAC2 is close to that ~ red ic td  in ad- 
made from three 120s (6x20s) exposures on the galaxy and two on the sky. Scale is o.W/ vance of the test and, although some 
plxel. aspects still require further investiga- 



- 
Figure 10: Narrow-bend ;maps of the pkwtaty nebula tVGC6SW at 
O.Z7"/p,x@ in the ISIW fl.96#nt) m m a l  (top), FdIf P.WClmJ 
(middle) and (2.1 8 pm) b m  lines. The upper and l o w  images 
were o b W N  with the scanning Fabry Parot and a@ d i f f m t ? ~  of 
images measured wtth the e W n  centred on the line wawlrnth and 
in the ad-t coIlfInUum. 7 7 ~  centre image was obtaM Wh the 
namw bend Fe Ig f i I k  and has been sky subtracted. The expo- 
sum tim for each frame was # m i .  (8x30s). blots the pro- 
nounced, extended, Feld IIkmmis WM ate twf preserrl In the 
Other lines. 

tion, thls camera already offers powerful 
new Infrared obsmlng opportunities on 
La Sill& 
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Figure 1 1 :  Example of partial w i n g  correction using the software 
shift and add feature of the multiple non-destnrctive read mode. The 
upper and lower panels show the same smaN region (-3.5~3.57 of a 
36x36" K' image of the globular cluster MZ observed at d 14Wxel 
with and without real time application o f  image shifts. The integration 
time in both cases was 30s during which time the integration ramp 
was non-destructively sampled every 700 msec. In the tracked case, 
each difference pair of non-destructively read images was shifted by 
an amount corresponding to the movement of the brightest pixel in 
the reference star image before computing the slopes of the integm- 
tion ramps. 
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"Strasbourg-ESO Catalogue of Galactic Planetary 
Nebulaen Available 

The Catalogue whM uampomprlses 1820 objects, Is divided Into Part I and Part II. Part I 
(1 95 pages) eontalns the follbwlng s u b j d :  A Explanation of the Catalague - B. 
Tables - C. References of papers containing 20 objects or more - D. Findlrtg Charts. 
and Part I1 (747 pages) contains The Catalogue, 

Editors are A. Acker, F. O e h n k l n ,  6. Stenholm, R. Tylendrr, J. Marnut and C. 
Schohn. The price of the Catalogue Is DM 135.- Iprepaymant required). Prrymenes have 
to be made to the ESO bank m u n t  2102002 with Comrnerzbank Miknchen or by 
chqm, addressed to the attention of ESO, flnandat Services, DCarl-SchwanBchlld- 
Str. 2, D-8046 Garching &I MOmtchen, Germany 
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